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1. INTRODUCTION 
Stochastic theories of neutron transport and radiative transfer have been 
developed [2-71, and progress is being continued towards achieving a suf- 
ficiently general theory. This work contributes in that direction by adapting 
the techniques of generating functions [8]. The number 71 of collisions or 
“generations” in the chain history of a given initial particle is used below 
as the exponent for the generating functions. In previous applications of 
generating functions to transport theory [2-61, the number of neutrons has 
usually been taken as the exponent. 
Specifically, if ft denotes the number of collisions or generations in the 
chain history of a random particle, formulas are obtained for the mean ii and 
the variance (rz - ii)? of the number of collisions as well as the densities or 
intensities in the individual generations. 
Rechard [7] has applied the above method to transport in finite rods; he 
obtained some results for fi but none for (n - ii)“. Recently, Brockwell 
[9] used generating functionals for slab geometry approximating these func- 
tionals by using an icosahedral model. 
The present treatment is confined to the one energy (velocity) model of 
(neutron, photon) transport in slab geometry with homogeneity, axial 
symmetry and constant cross-sections describing the probabilities of collisions 
per unit path length. 
The results below are based on the invariant imbedding approach [lo, 1 I]. 
The treatment of Chandrasekhar [12], based on the transport equation and 
invariance principles can be reproduced starting with a stochastic form of 
the transport equation [1] incorporating generating functions. Such a treat- 
* This paper mainly summarizes Part B of the author’s Ph.D. Thesis [l]. The work 
was supported in major part by the Office of Naval Research under Contract Nonr- 
1866(34), and also by the United States Atomic Energy Commission. 
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mcnt lvould provide an altcrnatc method for deriving a substantial part of 
what is prcsentcd hclow. 
‘I’hc problem of reflection and transmission (by factorization of scattering 
cocficients and functions) reduces to the nonlinear equations for the II, X, 
and I’-functions of Chandrasckhar which arc tabulated by Chandrasckhar [12] 
and others and more recently by Carlstedt and IIullikin [13]. For finite slabs 
IIetlman et al. [IO] use Gaussian quadrature to evaluate the reflection func- 
tions. Their method can be used to compute transmission functions as well 
[I]. Representative tables and figures below, arc restricted to reflection 
functions and are based on tables of Chandrasekhar [12] and Bellman et 
al. [IO]. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Since the computations, carried out by the author [I], are so far for slabs 
with no net multiplication, a probabilistic formulation will be adopted.’ 
The total scattering cross-section ZS1 is defined [14] as the probability of a 
scattering collision per unit path along the initial direction of propagation. 
The total macroscopic cross-section Z is defined analogously. The scattering 
phase function p(p,, + CL) represents [I 1, 141 the probability that a particle 
is scattered in the direction p as a result of a scattering collision undergone 
while moving in the direction CL,, . This scattering phase function satisfies [12, 
141. 
J 
.I 
P(PO - CL) 4 = 1 
-1 
(1) 
Phi + CL) = PC - CL --’ - PO) = P(P - PO)* (2) 
Further, combining the definitions of ,?YS and p(p,, -+ p), (dxZ,J pi l)p(~~ -+ pl) 
represents the conditional probability that a particle moving in the direction 
pi with respect to the .r-axis will bc scattered in AX into the direction p, . 
Consequently 
represent microscopic reverse processes. 
’ For media with net multiplication, the formulations should be based primarily 
on expected densities or intensities. ZS should be replaced by CX = 33 where c == $, 
is the mean number of secondary particles per collision. 
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3. INVARIANT IWEDDING AND ASTROPHYSICAL FORMULATIONS 
The invariant imbedding formulation and the astrophysical formula- 
tion [lo] can be related by distinguishing between density and intensity 
reflection functions as done below. 
DEFINITION. The nth generation reflected density H,(x; p --c p,,) dp 
is the conditional probability that a particle incident on a slab of thickness x 
in the direction IL,, will be reflected in a direction lying within dp around the 
direction p, after suffering exactly n collisions in the family tree [7] 
(n = n(x; p. --f p)). 
Angles of incidence in the above definition and in the rest of this work are 
measured from the inward normal while angles of reflection and transmission 
are measured from the outward normals. 
Equivalent to the set of all K,‘s is the reflected density generating function 
defined as 
R(x; P, ~0; 5) = f  PW: CL,, - cl); 0 :< f  < 1. (4) 
n=n 
The inverse of Eq. (4) is 
Rntx; PO - CL) = 
The directional reflected density or the Directional Albedo,2 by definition 
R@; CL, I*,,; 1) = f Rntx; PO 4 PCL) 
11; 0 
(6) 
represents the total expected density of particles reflected in the direction ~1 
per unit time per unit area on the face of a slab of thickness 2 due to a beam 
incident on the slab in the direction p. and of magnitude of one particle per 
unit time per unit area again on the face of the slab. 
Now, according to the optical reciprocity theorem [Is] poR(x; p, po; f) is 
invariant under the reversal of the motion, i.e., 
P&T II, ~0; t) = PR(x; po 7 I*; 5) = @‘(xi P, ~0; 4). (7) 
The (t) stands for mathematical adjoint as shown in Ref. [l]. 
The traditional astrophysical formulation [IO] uses unit solid angles (unit 
areas normal to the direction of flow; intensities) rather than unit areas paral- 
* The term “directional albedo” is adopted because unit areas considered are 
parallel to the face of the slab. 
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lel to the face of the slab (densities). Thus to agree with Chandrasekhar and 
others, the astrophysical diffuse reflection functions corresponding to the 
directional densities H,(x; p0 --f p), R(x; CL, p,,; 4) are introduced as directional 
intensities r,(x; p + ps), r(x; p, CL”; f), 
with 
It follows from Eqs. (7) and (9) that 
r(x; p, po; 5) = qx; PO, Pi f) = R+(x; /4 po; f) (10) 
and if here also r(x; I*, po; 4) = 7+(x; po, CL; f), then 
q-Y p, PO; f) = +; PO, CL; f) = r’(x; P, PO; f). (11) 
Transmission functions are defined analogous to reflection functions with 
the distinction between densities and intensities still preserved. In particular, 
the transmitted density generating function is defined as 
I’(x; P, PO; f) = f  5”Tn(x; PO + 4; O<f<l. (14 
n=o 
4. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR INVARIANT IMBEDDING 
The invariant imbedding approach, as discussed by Bellman et al. [lo] and 
by Wing [1 11, when applied to R,(x; p. + CL) as defined abovelgives directly 
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with 
Rot~;P,+P) =o* &(O; PO -+ 4 = 0. (14) 
The system of Eqs. (13) and (14) is sufficient to determine all R,‘s. For 
example, at 12 = 1 and with isotropic scattering 
with the unique solution satisfying Eq. (14) 
The rest of the k’s can be determined likewise. However, the solutions 
of Eqs. (13) and (14) increase in order of difficulty as 12 increases. The indi- 
vidual R,'s can also be evaluated graphically. 
Now, on multiplying Eq. (13) by 5” and summing over all n, the generating 
function of all the R,'s of Eq. (4) satisfies 
I 
1 
x dcL”M - - P”) R(x; P, PI”; 4). (15) 
0 
In the literature [IO, 111 the invariant imbedding approach is applied 
directly to R(x; CL, po; 1) as defined above. The result3 however is the same 
as in Eq. (15) with 4 = 1. 
Now, using the criterion of Eq. (3), and consistently replacing dxZJ/ pj / 
in the steps leading to Eq. (15) by its microscopic reverse AxZJl pj 1 and 
s This result is a generalization of Bellman et al. ([lo], p. 7, Eq. (3.2)) and Wing 
([ll], Eq. (5.6.6)). Their equations are for the isotropic case with cross-sections depend- 
ing on the position x. 
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recalling that R(x; CL,, IL; 5) is denoted by H+(.t; CL, IL,,; 6) gives the following 
equation, 
I& =+-ro+ ro - - CL’) R+(x; c’s 4; 5) 
+es l 
- 
J- r 0 
dr’R+(x; r’, ro; 4) I& - CL) 
-I- @, j: 4’ jly W; CL’, CLO; 6) 
x P(r’ + - II”) R+(x; II, r“; 4). (16) 
Equation (16), regarded as an equation for pR’(x; CL, pO; [), is identical 
to Eq. (15) when regarded as an equation for poR(x; p, po; 6). Hence their 
solutions may be normalized so that Eq. (7) holds. Thus Eq. (16) also follows 
directly from Eq. (15) and the statement of the optical reciprocity theorem 
Eq. (7). 
Equations (7), (lo), and (11) suggest defining a diffused reflection function 
S(x; p, po; 5) that satisfies the optical reciprocity theorem [15] (i.e., 
S(x; p, po; 6) = S(x; p. , p; 5‘)) and is given by 
3 S(x; CL, CL,,; 4) + rR+(x; rL, ro; 5) = 14”; K ro; 5) 
-L poR(~; CL, ro; 4) = roy’k r, ro; 4). (17) 
Further, with Eq. (17) either Eq. (15) or Eq. (16) is transformed into 
, 1 l dp’ 
I I 
l dp” 
r- -7 2 -77 qx; $9 ro; 5) or or 
With 6 = 1, Eq. (18) is equivalent to Section 51, Eq. (29) of Chandra- 
sekhar [12] for the case with axial symmetry. Equation (18) also embodies 
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Eq. (3.11) of Chapter I, Bellman et al. [IO], which is the basis for all the 
graphs and tables of their book. Further, their tables can be directly extended 
to incorporate [ as indicated below. 
Now starting with the definitions for R, and rn , the invariant imbedding 
approach yields relations connecting the rcflcction and the transmission 
functions. Here, as in Eq. (17) the optical reciprocity theorem can be used 
to define a transmission function 7 which is symmetric in p and CL,, thus 
4 7(x; I*, PO; 4) = pT+(x; p1 PO; 5) = ILOWG CL, PO; f)? (19) 
where T is defined above and where T+(x; p, po; [) = T(x; p. , p; [). It 
suffices to write the equations for T parallel to Eq. (18). For the isotropic case 
these are 
and 
f& =- 
s 
l c’ 7(x; p’, I*& 5) [ 1 t + j; y S(x; /.L, /Lx; f)] . 
2JY OP 
The function 7 has as its initial condition 
T(o; P, PO; f) = 34P - PO). 
The last four equations are discussed further, in Ref. [l]. 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
Equations (18), (20), (21), and (22) indicate that replacing .ZS by fC, 
(replacing the albedo of single scattering W. = c = h = zl,jZ by the stochastic 
albedo of single scattering w = f&,) automatically transform directional rejec- 
tion OY transmissim functions to their corresponding generating functions. This 
fact can be utilized (as done below) to extend the work of Chandrasekhar, 
Bellman et al., and others [IO, 12, 13, 161 to allow for generating functions 
with the number of collisions as the exponent, and to (numerically) differen- 
tiate [17] these generating functions (as given for example by Eqs. (28), (29), 
(30)) to get the mean and variance of the number of collisions. 
+09lr8/3-5 
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5. -MEAN AND VARIANCE OF TIIE NUMHER OF COI.I.ISIO~S 
The mean and variance of the number of collisions suffcrcd by the reflected 
particles are related to the reflected density generating function R by 
TABLE I 
MEAN xL.MBER OF COLLISIONS FOR FININ SLABS; p,, = pf 
I 
1.0745 
’ 1.0961 
1.1132 
1.1229 
1.1280 
1.1306 
1.1318 
.5 
x L .2 
1.1280 
1.1449 
1.1481 
1.1490 
1.1495 
1.1497 
1.1498 
x-- .4 
1.1797 
1.2193 
1.2346 
1.2400 
1.2424 
1.2435 
1.2440 
Y = 1.0 
1.2381 
1.3031 
1.3569 
1.3873 
I .4030 
1.4111 
1.4148 
.8 , .2 
I,- 
1.2263 ’ 1.0767 
1.2548 11 1.0993 
1.2602 1.1192 
I .2620 1.1337 
1.2626 i 1.1430 
1.2630 1.1484 
1.2632 
1 
ij I.1511 
II 
1.3444 I 1.0771 
1.4149 1.0994 
1.4422 1.1195 
1.4516 I 1.1345 
1.4557 N! 1.1445 
1.4576 1.1506 
1.4585 !I 1.1537 
1.5442 ‘; 
1.6809 
1.7980 
11 1.8632 1 
,j 
::E: :I 
1.9211 
!I 
.5 .8 
x :: 2.0 
1.2559 
1.3278 
1.3976 
1.4505 
1.4850 
1.5051 
1.5151 
1.6828 
1.8591 
2.0520 
2.2059 
2.3066 
2.3652 
2.3940 
x = 3.0 
1.2587 
1.3308 
1.4025 
1.4593 
1.4989 
1.5236 
I .5362 
1.7326 
I .9227 
2.1421 
2.3357 
2.4781 
2.5697 
2.6167 
x = 6.0 
1.7597 
1.9574 
2.1915 
2.4078 
2.5793 
2.6972 
2.7617 
* The p,‘s are the roots of the Legendre polynomial I’,(( 1 - 2ri i) arranged in 
assending order. 
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TABLE II 
VARIANCE OF NUMBER OF COLLISIONS FOR FINITE SLABS 
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.2 .5 .8 
.047 
.055 
.056 
.057 
.057 
.057 
.057 
II .0667 
.0800 
.0857 
.0879 
II .0886 90
i! .0890 
! .1036 0805
j .I211 
! .1312 
I .1362 
.1388 
.1402 
x = .2 
.146 
.165 
.168 
.170 
.170 
.170 
.I70 
x = .4 
.2223 
.2696 
.2887 
.2942 
.2964 
.2981 
.2987 
x- 1.0 
.3435 
.4305 
.5035 
.5453 
.5657 
.5167 
.5814 
.281 .0855 
.322 .I082 
.328 .1293 
.328 .1447 
.329 .I549 
.330 .1607 
.330 .1637 
,522 .0866 
,609 .1084 
A41 .1296 
.654 .1458 
.658 .1569 
.661 .1635 
.663 .1670 
1.131 ‘j 
1.366 // 
1.574 / 
1.686 
1.740 
1.767 
1.780 i: 
Ii 
.2 .5 
x = 2.0 
.3939 
.5001 
.6099 
.6959 
.7522 
.7849 
.8004 
x = 3.0 
.4028 
.5111 
.6277 
.7248 
.7950 
.8391 
.8616 
.8 
-. 
1.848 
2.245 
2.127 
3.116 
3.362 
3.502 
3.569 
2.216 
2.703 
3.340 
3.933 
4.312 
4.648 
4.789 
x = 6.0 
2.471 
3.027 
3.782 
4.541 
5.174 
5.619 
5.866 
* The p,‘s are the roots of the Legendre polynomial I’,(/ 1 - 2ri I) arranged in 
ascending order. 
Similarly 
n(n - 1) = 
and 
Y& R(x; CL, ~0; 5) 
R(x; PL, PO; 5) 1 e-1 
-- ~ 
Varn=(n--)2=.(,-1)+ii--*. 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
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In particular, using I*$. ( 17) 
ti 
n(n - 1) 
For transmission, S is replaced by T in the aboae two equations. 
LEMMA 1. All the moments of the number of coliisions suffered by the 
rejected or transmitted particles obey the optical reciprocity theorem [15], i.e., 
are symmetric in p and t+, . 
This Lemma is a direct consequence of Eqs. (17) and (19). For example, 
from Eqs. (27) and (28) for reflected particles, ii and n(n - I) must obey the 
optical reciprocity theorem because S(x; t.~, CL,,; 5) does. 
It follows that functions of ii, n(n - 1), like (n - ti)2 of Eq. (26) do satisfy 
the optical reciprocity theorem. 
FIG. 1. (a) Directional albedo R(x; p, pto; l), (b) Mean R, (c) Variance (a - fi)’ as a 
function of (normalized) slab thickness SC. 
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The sample numerical and graphical results presented here are restricted 
to reflections from a semi-infinite medium and from slabs of finite thickness. 
The computation of the mean ti and the variance (n - ii)” have been carried 
out from Eqs. (24), (25), (26) by numerical differentiation [17] of the reflec- 
tion generating functions R, Y deduced directly from Tables of Chandrasekhar 
(p. 125 for H-functions [12]) and Bellman et al. [lo] and Carlstedt and 
Mullikin [13] as indicated at the end of Section 4. 
The semi-infinite medium will be treated in more detail below. 
6. SEMI-INFINITE MEDIUM 
For a semi-infinite medium Eq. (18) can be simplified by the fact that 
reflections are invariant to the addition or removal of a layer dx, i.e., 
A. Isotropic Scattering: p(pi -+ ~1) = 3 
Here, with the stochastic albedo of single scattering defined as 
w = &j. = f&/Z, Eq. (18) reduces to 
($ + +-) %4 PO; 5) = WQ) WkJ, 
where, with the help of the optical reciprocity theorem, 
Equations (30) and (31) solved for H give 
(32) 
The directional reflected density generating function is given by (Eqs. (18), 
(30)) 
(33) 
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The directional reflected intensity generating function is given by (Eqs. (17), 
(30)) 
(34) 
H(p) is an implicit function of w and may be written as H(,.L; w). Equations 
(30), (31), and (32) are the same as Eqs. (41), (40), and (42) of Sections 33 of 
Chandrasekhar [12] with w. 
Semi-infinite 
replaced by w = &$, . 
medium wilh isotropic scattering 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Cos (angle of relleclion), p COS (angle of reflection). p 
FIG. 2. Directional albedo. 
r---I 
300 
qcl5 
-I 
/.lLo= LO 
= 
2200 /L,=cls 
2 
b 
k 
/.l,=o.2 
I00 
1 
0 07 0.4 0.6 0.8 
cos iongle of retlecflon)‘ p, 
semi-infinlle medlum with isotropic scattering 
FIG. 2c. Directional, reflected intensity. 
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TABLE III 
DIRECTIONAL ALBEDO R(P, pO; 1) 
6, (or w) II 0.5 
----.I- ..~_. ~.._ _-. __ .~ .._ ------ 
.lO 
.20 i 
.30 i 
A0 i 
.50 
.60 ; 
.70 ! 
.80 
20 
1.00 I’ 
0 .2 
.25OmO 0 
.268102 Al99509 
.278372 .I54982 
.285978 .191060 
.292ooo .216758 
.296940 .236171 
.301090 .251445 
.304645 .263837 
.307728 .274121 
.310428 .282811 
.312820 .290267 
.5 
.~ _- 
0 
.053073 
.094468 
.127377 
.154144 
.I76346 
.195067 
.211076 
.224927 
.237029 
.247703 
1.0 
- 
0 0 
.030497 .07241 
.058054 .11349 
.082578 .14391 
.104392 .16800 
.123852 .18776 
.141280 .20436 
.I56963 .21858 
.171134 .23091 
.183994 .24171 
.195712 .25128 
j-‘R dp j .292893 .212644 .I60127 .115211 
0 
TABLE IV 
MEAN R FOR SEMI-INFINITE MEDIUM WITH ISOTROPIC SCATTERING; p0 = .5 
xl! .2 .5 .98 t 
-- -.-_. 
0.0 1.076 1.235 3.97 
.l 1.107 1.324 4.67 
.2 1.124 1.376 5.30 
.3 1.136 1.416 5.88 
.4 1.146 1.448 6.44 
.5 1.153 1.475 6.96 
.6 1.159 1.497 7.47 
.7 1.165 1.516 7.85 
.8 1.169 1.533 8.41 
.9 1.173 1.548 8.86 
1.0 1.176 1.561 9.28 
According to (‘handrasekhar ([12], Section 38, Theorem 1) 
-; (I /f(p) ffp = 1 - \/I (35) * 0 
and [Section 38, Corollary 1] a necessary condition for H(p) to be real is 
w < 1. (36) 
The above implies that a semi-infinite medium with isotropic scattering is 
supercritical whenever the albedo of single scattering W,, is larger than one. 
This conclusion can be shown to hold for anisotropic cases, also [12]. 
The H-function, as can bc easily demonstrated (personal notes), is related 
to the normalized angular distribution function 4(p) for the emergent flux 
on the boundary of a semi-infinite isotropic medium (Milne Problem), by 
where k is the positive root of the equation 
gins = 1. 
(37) 
(38) 
The angular distribution function 4(p) has been solved by the Wiener-Hopf 
technique and the result as deduced from Case et al. [15] is 
W = & exp I+ jl gh 77) [ 1 + &] In (1 + $) 41 , (394 
where 
&J, CL) = 
1 
(1 - wp tanh-$)* + (T)* ’ 
Wb) 
The function g(w, p) is tabulated by Case et al. [15] to six decimal places, 
the function d(p) to three decimal places. Other analytic solutions for the 
H-function are given in Sobolev [18] and Mullikin [13, 191. The solution 
of Mullikin is not restricted to the isotropic case. 
The mean and variance of the number of collisions for reflection from a 
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semi-infinite medium with isotropic scattering can now be deduced from 
E+. (241, (251, (2% (331, (34), and (39). In particular, for the mean: 
o- . . . . 
Cos [angle of retlection).~, 
semi-infinite medium with isotropic scattering 
FIG. 3. Mean number of collisions. 
FIG. 4. Variance of number of collisions 
I I I 1 r 1 I I I I I I 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 LO 
CDS (angle of reflection), p, 
s%mi-infinite medium with isotropic scattering 
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0.0 
.I 
.2 
.3 
.4 
.5 
.6 
.I 
.8 
.9 
1.0 
I 
.2 
\i 
.- 
I 
.0629 
.0875 
.1004 
.I094 
.I161 
.I218 
.I270 
.I310 
.I343 
.I372 
I .1397 
.5 .98 f  
.3581 74 
.4710 100 
.5479 118 
.6092 134 
.6590 151 
.7015 167 
.7390 183 
.7708 199 
.7988 215 
.8245 230 
.8465 245 
Presumably, the mean ti can be computed from Eqs. (40), (41) to any desired 
degree of accuracy. However, for simplicity WC have selected to compute 
the mean by numerical differentiation (three point formula [17] of the reflec- 
tion functions R(r, t.+,; .$, ~(p, pa; 5) calculated from tables of the H-function 
in Chandrasekhar [12]. The variance (n - ‘i)’ has expressions similar to 
(99 (41). 
Furthermore, we observe that for a conservative semi-infinite medium, 
&j,=CEl 
py=co, liz (n - $2 = co. (42) 
0 
This last result can be demonstrated from Eqs. (40), (41) and their equivalents 
for the variance. It also can be deduced on physical grounds from Eq. (35), 
since 
An alternate derivation of Eq. (42) is ase on recent work by T. W. Mulli- b d 
kin on Asymptotics (Personal Communication) extending the present report. 
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The equivalent of Mullikin’s result can be heuristically derived from Eq. (37) 
by the assumption that the normalized distribution function #(cl) is practically 
unchanged for appropriately small changes in w near w = 1. Then, it follows 
from Eq. (37) that 
From (44), it follows that [15] the various derivatives of H with respect to 
w are infinite at w = 1, hence (42) follows. 
It can be shown from the study of the X and Y-functions of Chandrasekhar 
that (42) is of general validity and holds (for w + wcrtttcst) for slabs of 
critical thickness. Whence, (42) can be used as a criterion to determine criti- 
cality conditions. 
Very close to W,, = 1, the variance increases more rapidly than the mean, 
thus indicating that as c;i, -+ 1 there is less and less confidence in the mean. 
Thus there is no need to calculate the mean and variance to a high degree of 
accuracy in this range. 
B. .4ntiotropic Scattering 
For anisotropic scattering, axial symmetry of the reflected density or 
intensity is lost except if the incident flux of particles is itself axially symmet- 
ric. Hence, the notation above must here be modified to include azimuthal 
directions. 
Directional reflections for a semi-infinite medium with anisotropic scat- 
tering can also be handled by H-functions. Reference is made to 
Chandrasekhar ([12], Chapter VI). Here, only scattering in accordance with 
phase function (;i,,( 1 + cos 6) (with 0 the angle of scattering) will be con- 
sidered. It is representative of other anisotropic cases. The directional 
reflected intensity generating function is given by Eq. (34), and is related 
to the directional reflected density generating function by (see Eq. (9)) 
Following Chandrasekhar ([12], Section 47), it can be shown that 
+ [( 1 - /.L~)“~ H(1)(p)] [( 1 - ~0”)“~ H”‘(po)] cos(4o -+)I (46) 
where $W, h4, (1 - p2Y2 fW4 are implicit functions of w. Their 
values are presented in Tables XIX, XX of Chandraaekhar ([12], Section 47). 
FIG. 
0.07 
0.06 
0.05 
0.04 
0.03 
0.02 
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FUNCTIONS 471 
Numerical and graphical results for the mean and variance of the number 
of collisions for reflection and transmission based on the X and Y-function 
have been carried out and will be prepared as an ANL report. 
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